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Baktash Sarang was born 1981 in Tehran, Iran. He studied at Azad University, Tehran and then graduated from
ESADS, Strasbourg in 2009.

The series refers to the militarization in Iran and surrounding countries and criticizes it by naming it
reproduction of failure.

Baktash Sarang Javanbakht
b.1981 , Iran
Exercise in Reproduction of Failure #4 (2014)
Pencil on cardboard
32.5H x 25W cm
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Baktash Sarang was born 1981 in Tehran, Iran. He studied at Azad University, Tehran and then graduated from
ESADS, Strasbourg in 2009.

The stones are the main theme of The Rock 181: symbolic stones that children of Palestine are throwing as their
only weapon. From this point I reached stones/cliffs that are mentioned in the three holy books, and to the
phrase "Dome of the Rock," which is often mistaken with Al Aqsa Mosque, whilst this Rock is a holy place for the
three religions of Judaism, Islam and Christian. Few of these stones were brought over from the area by a French
friend of the artist. The image printed on glass is the map of Palestine and the continuous changes in the borders.
The number 181 is referring to the UN's plan of 1947 to divide Palestine.

Baktash Sarang Javanbakht
b.1981 , Iran
The Rock 181 (2014)
Glass, three holy books, stone, wood, metal,
rope, fabric, and light
183L x 55H x 36D cm
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Bani Abidi’s practice deals heavily with political and cultural relations between India and Pakistan; she has a
personal interest in this, as she lives and works in both New Delhi and Karachi. The artist’s subject matter ranges
from border tensions to immigration conflicts, cultural diversity, and the relationship between private and public
space. She works in the media of video, photography, and drawing.

The threshold in contemporary Pakistan between the security of private life and the increasingly violent and
unpredictable public sphere is represented in Abidi’s 2009 series Karachi. These staged photographs were shot
against the backdrop of the city’s empty streets at sundown during the holy month of Ramadan. During this
time, Muslims fast and retreat indoors, leaving the city eerily empty. By portraying ordinary citizens from
religious minorities, the photographs reclaim the occupation of public space. Domestic gestures are brought
forward and presented in the streets. By being so specific about the times and locations where they were shot,
Abidi tests the political potentials of these everyday gestures.

In Karachi Series I (Chandra Acharya, 7:50pm, 30 August 2008, Ramadan, Karachi) (2009) a middle-aged woman sits
in front of a dressing table plaiting her hair. The royal-blue sari suggests her identity as non-Muslim. Presented
in lightboxes, the pictures’ backlit luminosity exaggerates their absurdity and strangeness.

Bani Abidi
b.1971, Pakistan
Karachi Series 1 (Chandra Acarya,7:50pm, 30
August 2008, Ramadan, Karachi) (2009)
Duratrans light box
23 5/8H x 30H x 3D inches (60 x 76 x 8 cm)
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Bani Abidi’s practice deals heavily with the political and cultural complex between India and Pakistan where she
resides and travels back and forth. Working with video, photography, and drawings, Abidi’s subject matters
range from border tensions, immigrations conflicts, cultural diversity, and relationship between private and
public space. The threshold between the security of private life and the increasingly violent and unpredictable
public space in contemporary Pakistan is a recurring recent interest for Abidi which is represented in her 2009
photograph series Karachi.

The threshold in contemporary Pakistan between the security of private life and the increasingly violent and
unpredictable public sphere is represented in Abidi’s 2009 series Karachi. These staged photographs were shot
against the backdrop of the city’s empty streets at sundown during the holy month of Ramadan. During this
time, Muslims fast and retreat indoors, leaving the city eerily empty. By portraying ordinary citizens from
religious minorities, the photographs reclaim the occupation of public space. Domestic gestures are brought
forward and presented in the streets. By being so specific about the times and locations where they were shot,
Abidi tests the political potentials of these everyday gestures.

In Karachi Series I (Ken DeSouza), the man in white shirt is polishing his shoes without furthering revealing his
identity. Presented in light boxes, their backlit luminosity exaggerates the absurdity and strangeness of these
images.

Bani Abidi
b.1971, Pakistan
Karachi Series 1 (Ken DeSouza, 7:42pm, 25th
August 2008, Ramadan, Karachi) (2009)
Duratrans light box
23 5/8H x 30H x 3D inches (60 x 76 x 8 cm)
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Barbad Golshiri is an Iranian visual artist who studied painting at the School of Art and Architecture at the Azad
University in Tehran. He works in various media, including video, digital media, installation, photography,
internet-based art, graphic novels and Lettrism. Aside from his practice as a media artist, he also works as a critic
of he current socio-political situation in Iran. Golshiri is the son of the famous Iranian writer Houshang Golshiri.
Golshiri’s art is often language-based and contains evocative critical elements.

Time they stopped (Forouhars’ house, Tehran) depicts the trace of a recently stolen wall clock. The clock had
stopped on the time of death of Dariush Forouhar and Parvaneh Eskandari.

Barbad Golshiri
b.1982, Iran
Time they Stopped (Forouhars’ house, Tehran)
(2015)
Digital photography
90H x 60W cm
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Gohar’s photographs reflect a post-war generation couple in Iran who are symbolic of the times. Because the
Revolution never resolved issues of social poverty and the ensuing war with Iraq derailed their social prospects,
this was a time of isolation and unprecedented despair. Dashti’s generation has inherited the legacy of war and
continues to be entangled in the memories and related realities. Her photographs represent this heritage of
violence and how it permeates all aspects of contemporary society. Dashti creates moments that capture the
irony and ongoing duality of life and war without precluding the possibility of hope.

Today, as disassociated from our surroundings as we are, we remain directly influenced by them. Slow Decay
captures cruel moments of misery and fatigue without alluding to specific events in time or place. These images
explore the depths of the collective memory of a people who have, for generations, suffered silently and tolerated
much torment, their bodies disintegrating bit by bit. These pictures tell the tale of what remains to be said, a tale
which too often falls on deaf ears.

Gohar Dashti
b.1980, Iran
Slow Decay (Girl with Phone) (2010)
Archival digital pigment print
40H x 60W inches
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Halil Altinere has been prominent in Istanbul’s contemporary arts since the mid-1990s. He works in various
media, including video, sculpture, photography, installation, performance, and collaborative projects. He often
uses irony and humor as a mode of resistance to repression and an exploration of the everyday life of subcultures
within Istanbul.

Wonderland is a music video for the Turkish hip-hop group Tahribad-I Isyan (Rebellion of Destruction). The
young hip-hop artists respond with anger and defiance to their forced expulsion from Sulukule, a historic Roma
settlement in Istanbul, due to a redevelopment project. Their lyrics address issues of gentrification and
inequality, while their actions show the possibilities for both violent and artistic rebellion. The video follows the
artists through the derelict streets of the settlement as they run from police, breakdance, rap, and destroy
symbols of the redevelopment project.

Halil Altındere
b.1971, Turkey
Wonderland (2013)
HD Video
8:25 minutes
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Hamra Abbas, who lives and works in Boston and Islamabad, Pakistan, makes work that has a profound
connection to her own cultural context. She asks probing questions about the everyday and its complex
relationship with history and ideology; her subject matter ranges from religious rituals to war and the sexual
iconography of the Kama Sutra. Working with a diverse range of materials and media, Abbas frequently
intertwines the contemporary with the classic to offer up a critique of both modern Western and Islamic cultures.

At first glance, Cityscapes (2010) seems to be a collection of panoramic photographs of the city of Istanbul—the
kind that are found on postcards in souvenir shops. A closer examination, however, reveals that a key element—
the minaret—has been systematically removed, thereby changing profoundly the history and religious character
of the city. The work is a response to a November 2009 referendum in Switzerland that approved a ban on the
construction of new minarets in that country. It was also a crucial time in Turkey’s negotiation for entrance into
the European Union. Instead of making a direct, didactic comment on the controversy, however, Abbas offers up
a clever question regarding how landmarks are interpreted in vastly different ways depending on their cultural
context. In the Western imagination, minarets are political symbols as much as they are religious architecture. In
the Muslim world, they serve as mnemonic devices that enable residents to recognize their own city.

Hamra Abbas
b.1976, Kuwait
Cityscapes 1 (boats) (2010)
Archival pigment prints
20H x 90W inches
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Hamra Abbas, who lives and works in Boston and Islamabad, Pakistan, makes work that has a profound
connection to her own cultural context. She asks probing questions about the everyday and its complex
relationship with history and ideology; her subject matter ranges from religious rituals to war and the sexual
iconography of the Kama Sutra. Working with a diverse range of materials and media, Abbas frequently
intertwines the contemporary with the classic to offer up a critique of both modern Western and Islamic cultures.

At first glance, Cityscapes (2010) seems to be a collection of panoramic photographs of the city of Istanbul—the
kind that are found on postcards in souvenir shops. A closer examination, however, reveals that a key element—
the minaret—has been systematically removed, thereby changing profoundly the history and religious character
of the city. The work is a response to a November 2009 referendum in Switzerland that approved a ban on the
construction of new minarets in that country. It was also a crucial time in Turkey’s negotiation for entrance into
the European Union. Instead of making a direct, didactic comment on the controversy, however, Abbas offers up
a clever question regarding how landmarks are interpreted in vastly different ways depending on their cultural
context. In the Western imagination, minarets are political symbols as much as they are religious architecture. In
the Muslim world, they serve as mnemonic devices that enable residents to recognize their own city.

Hamra Abbas
b.1976, Kuwait
Cityscapes 1 (woods) (2010)
Archival pigment prints
20H x 90W inches
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Jinoos Taghizadeh uses a variety of media including painting, collage, video and performance and deals with the
problematic construction of collective identities in contemporary Iran. She was included in the Istanbul Biennial
(2009); and has exhibited at B21, Dubai (2009); Galleri Box, Göteborg (2008); Art Athena, Athens (2008); and
INBA Center, La Esmeralda, Mexico City (2006); and Kunsthof, Zurich (2006).

Letter I Never Wrote is still one of the most powerful series of Taghizadeh. This is a series of stamps reflecting on
variety of issues that the artist finds them important and critical to be discussed and seen by the public, which is
also hidden and not talked enough by the Iranian government. From extremely political issues such as the chain
murderers of intellectuals and politicians in Iran to environmental changes and archeological decadence of
historical heritage, Taghizadeh is using one of the most popular form of circulation for information and
communication to put these issues on top of them.

Jinoos Taghizadeh
b.1971, Iran
Letters I Never Wrote: Arg Alishah (2007)
Digital print on back of formal stamps
6.7H x 9.3W cm (with margin 10 x 13.7 cm)
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Jinoos Taghizadeh uses a variety of media including painting, collage, video and performance and deals with the
problematic construction of collective identities in contemporary Iran. She was included in the Istanbul Biennial
(2009); and has exhibited at B21, Dubai (2009); Galleri Box, Göteborg (2008); Art Athena, Athens (2008); and
INBA Center, La Esmeralda, Mexico City (2006); and Kunsthof, Zurich (2006).

Letter I Never Wrote is still one of the most powerful series of Taghizadeh. This is a series of stamps reflecting on
variety of issues that the artist finds them important and critical to be discussed and seen by the public, which is
also hidden and not talked enough by the Iranian government. From extremely political issues such as the chain
murderers of intellectuals and politicians in Iran to environmental changes and archeological decadence of
historical heritage, Taghizadeh is using one of the most popular form of circulation for information and
communication to put these issues on top of them.

Jinoos Taghizadeh
b.1971, Iran
Letters I Never Wrote: The Political Murders
(2008)
Digital print on back of formal stamps
9.3H x 6.7W cm (with margin 13.7 x 10 cm)
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Khadim Ali & Sher Ali
b.1978, Pakistan
Transaction/Evacuation (2014)
Gouache, gold leaf on wasli paper
50H x 36W cm
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Mehran’s works reflects his broad range of interests and activities. Mohajer initially completed a photography
degree at the Department of Graphic Art, University of Tehran (1990), before going on the linguistics' study. His
works reflects this double sided background, concentrated on different media and the semiotic nature of
photography itself. His works centers on issues around popular art and the media in everyday life in Iran.

Mehran comments about the Tehran Undated series: “In this project I have used a pinhole square format camera,
to take urban pictures of a metropolis. From beginning, this device created a paradox. The long exposures and
the low quality of the images it produced do not fit into the documentary genre. Intentionally I have used this
device to sweep out the crowd, to show a deserted city, and to create an apocalyptic atmosphere. In my mind,
these images make allusions to the actual social situation we are/were living in – within a year of taking these
pictures, we were already experiencing a different history in our city. This series was a also my way of paying
homage to the great early 20th century photographer, Eugene Atget.”

Mehran Mohajer
b.1964, Iran
Untitled from the “Tehran Undated” series (2009)
Analog photography, inkjet print
76H x 76W cm
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Mehran’s works reflects his broad range of interests and activities. Mohajer initially completed a photography
degree at the Department of Graphic Art, University of Tehran (1990), before going on the linguistics' study. His
works reflects this double sided background, concentrated on different media and the semiotic nature of
photography itself. His works centers on issues around popular art and the media in everyday life in Iran.

Mehran comments about the Tehran Undated series: “In this project I have used a pinhole square format camera,
to take urban pictures of a metropolis. From beginning, this device created a paradox. The long exposures and
the low quality of the images it produced do not fit into the documentary genre. Intentionally I have used this
device to sweep out the crowd, to show a deserted city, and to create an apocalyptic atmosphere. In my mind,
these images make allusions to the actual social situation we are/were living in – within a year of taking these
pictures, we were already experiencing a different history in our city. This series was a also my way of paying
homage to the great early 20th century photographer, Eugene Atget.”

Mehran Mohajer
b.1964, Iran
Untitled from the “Tehran Undated” series (2009)
Analog photography, inkjet print
76H x 76W cm
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Nazgol Ansarinia examines the systems and networks that underwrite her daily life. Born and raised in Tehran,
she dissects, interrogates and recasts everyday objects and events to draw out their relationships to the
contemporary Iranian experience. She reveals the inner workings of a social system by taking apart its
components before reassembling them to uncover collective assumptions and their underlying rules of
engagement. Her work is characterized by an emphasis on research and analysis that is a legacy of her design
background, as well as by her continued engagement with critical theory. Her mode of working covers diverse
media—video, 3D printed models, municipal murals and drawings—and subjects as varied as automated
telephone systems, American security policy, the memories associated with a family house, and the patterns of
Persian carpets.

Nazgol Ansarinia
b.1979, Iran
From the reflections/refractions series:
8August2011, front page (2011)
Newspaper, glue
60H x 42W cm (framed size 71H x 53W cm)
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Nazgol Ansarinia examines the systems and networks that underwrite her daily life. Born and raised in Tehran,
she dissects, interrogates and recasts everyday objects and events to draw out their relationships to the
contemporary Iranian experience. She reveals the inner workings of a social system by taking apart its
components before reassembling them to uncover collective assumptions and their underlying rules of
engagement. Her work is characterized by an emphasis on research and analysis that is a legacy of her design
background, as well as by her continued engagement with critical theory. Her mode of working covers diverse
media—video, 3D printed models, municipal murals and drawings—and subjects as varied as automated
telephone systems, American security policy, the memories associated with a family house, and the patterns of
Persian carpets.

Nazgol Ansarinia
b.1979, Iran
From the reflections/refractions series: Embassies of
Zionist Regime Attached in India and Georgia
Explosion of Car Bomb in Front of Israeli Embassy
in New Delhi (2012)
Newspaper, glue, mounted on aluminum sheet
14H x 7.5W cm (framed size 40H x 30W cm)
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Nazgol Ansarinia examines the systems and networks that underwrite her daily life. Born and raised in Tehran,
she dissects, interrogates and recasts everyday objects and events to draw out their relationships to the
contemporary Iranian experience. She reveals the inner workings of a social system by taking apart its
components before reassembling them to uncover collective assumptions and their underlying rules of
engagement. Her work is characterized by an emphasis on research and analysis that is a legacy of her design
background, as well as by her continued engagement with critical theory. Her mode of working covers diverse
media—video, 3D printed models, municipal murals and drawings—and subjects as varied as automated
telephone systems, American security policy, the memories associated with a family house, and the patterns of
Persian carpets.

Nazgol Ansarinia
b.1979, Iran
From the reflections/refractions series: Ranking of
Journalists and Reporters National Media
Reporters and Journalist to Be Ranked (2012)
Newspaper, glue, mounted on aluminum sheet
9H x 7.7W cm (framed size 40H x 30W cm)
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Nazgol Ansarinia examines the systems and networks that underwrite her daily life. Born and raised in Tehran,
she dissects, interrogates and recasts everyday objects and events to draw out their relationships to the
contemporary Iranian experience. She reveals the inner workings of a social system by taking apart its
components before reassembling them to uncover collective assumptions and their underlying rules of
engagement. Her work is characterized by an emphasis on research and analysis that is a legacy of her design
background, as well as by her continued engagement with critical theory. Her mode of working covers diverse
media—video, 3D printed models, municipal murals and drawings—and subjects as varied as automated
telephone systems, American security policy, the memories associated with a family house, and the patterns of
Persian carpets.

In the early 2000s, as urban redevelopment accelerated and intense construction significantly diminished public
space in Tehran, state-funded murals began to represent imaginary landscapes on building facades. The
municipality of Tehran uses such pictorial representation to exert influence over and come to terms with the flow
of communal desire. The protrusion of the unreal onto the real interrupts the values, independence, and
functionality of one over the other. It is not uncommon, for example, to find a Kashan-style house with a
courtyard painted on one side of a three-story building, a Yazd-style windtower depicted on the other side of a
newly built apartment complex, or rows of painted adobe structures on retaining walls girding the expressway.
Fabrications, a series of architectural models that have no equivalent in reality, gives such forms a chance to
realize themselves in the third dimension. The model–a constructed fiction–explores the contested space between
tradition and modernity, a binary that continues to consume the artist’s culture, identity, and imagination.

Nazgol Ansarinia (in collaboration with
Roozbeh Elias-Azar)
b.1979, Iran
Residential apartments/ water reserve & wind
towers on Sayad highway, Fabrications (2013)
Plaster, resin and paint
18.5H x 18W x 11D cm (7.3 x 7 x 4.3 inches)
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Oded Hirsch produces video, installation, and photography that explore the phenomena of collective experience
and participatory spectacle in present day Israel. Born and raised in Kibbutz Afikim, Israel, Hirsch examines how
group structures function as a point of departure for deeper considerations of circumstance, choice, and
communal action. Often removed from logic and reason, his videos show conflict and resolution as
contemporaneous and co-essential phenomenon. While his works occasionally employ absurd tropes to
disorienting effect, his narratives focus on situations that invite collective response, shared experience, and
greater consciousness of the world around us. Recent solo shows include: The Mad Lift, Liverpool Biennial, UK;
Nothing New, Thierry Goldberg Gallery, New York, NY; The Chelsea Project, EDS Galeria, Mexico City; and
Sleep Tight Ramat-Gan Museum of Art, Tel Aviv, Israel. Recent group exhibitions include: MASS MoCA, MA;
Queens Museum of Art, New York; The Jewish Museum, Munich, Germany; Black and White Gallery, New
York; Lesley Heller Workspace, New York; Lora Reynolds Gallery, Austin, TX; and the Soap Factory,
Minneapolis.

Oded Hirsch’s video work Nothing New (2012) utilizes seemingly absurdist tropes to raise more trenchant
questions about communal action and collective identity in modern day Israel. In the video, a fallen parachutist
hangs tangled by his own lines, suspended between two electrical towers in a surreally desolate landscape of
overgrown fields in the Jordan Valley of Israel. A group of over a hundred men and women approach the
towers, working with almost mechanic efficiency to free the parachutist from the power lines overhead.
Although the subject of a would-be rescue mission, it is never clear if the parachutist survived the fall –
seemingly inanimate, he functions more as an object of convergence to bring the various actors on the ground
together. Filmed near the Jordanian border with Israel, the video considers multiple iterations of borderlands –
from the geo-political borders between nation states to the border between life and death occupied by the
endangered parachutist – while also suggesting how these intermediate spaces can be static. Hirsch’s work,
however, suggests that complacency can only be countered by communal effort and action. We never know the
outcome of the groups’ attempt to save the parachutist, and this ambiguity troubles our desire and expectation
for resolution. But in foregrounding the imperative need for collective response, Hirsch stakes out a critical space
for shared experiences driven by empathy while advocating for greater common awareness and understanding.

 https://vimeo.com/193277926

Oded Hirsch
b.1976 , Israel
Nothing New (2012)
Video, color, sound
10:15 minutes
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Rabih Mroué is an actor, director, playwright and visual artist as well as contributing editor for The Drama
Review (TDR) and the quarterly Kalamon. Employing both fiction and in-depth analysis as tools for engaging
with his immediate reality, Mroué explores the responsibilities of the artist in communicating with an audience
in given political and cultural contexts. His works deal with issues that have been swept under the rug in the
current political climate of Lebanon, connected to the enduring marks left by the Lebanese Civil War as well as
more recent political events.

The Pixelated Revolution is a lecture-performance by artist Rabih Mroué about the use of mobile phones during the
Syrian revolution. The lecture looks at the central role that the photographs taken with these devices played in
informing and mobilizing people during the revolutionary events, due to their ability to be shared and spread
through virtual and viral communication platforms.

Rabih Mroué
b.1967, Lebanon
The Pixelated Revolution (2012)
Video with countdown screen, color, sound
21:58 minutes
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Working across a wide range of materials and processes, Aramesh examines simultaneously the history of
Western art and contemporary commentary on the politics and history of the Middle East, concocting a unique
visual language to address the contemporary conditions of violence and bio-politics. Earlier solo exhibitions
include Ab-Abnar, Leila Heller Gallery (New York), Isabelle Van den Eynde (Dubai), among others. His work
has been showcased in many international group shows, including ICA (London), Goodman Gallery (Cape
Town), Goethe Institute Brussels, Frieze Sculpture Park, Tate Britain and most recently, “The Great Game”,
Pavilion of Iran at the 56th International Art Exhibition – La Biennale de Venezia.

The photographed plaster heads set against the idyllic landscapes of the south of England, subvert the process of
image production and memory. Based on photographic sources from journalism, they have preserved a
‘memento mori’ in the intimate form of a sculpture, yet derived from a source which is not only public but also
voyeuristic. They have been entirely dislocated from their original context, and transferred to the realm of
photography again, into fragile silver gelatin prints. In this process, Reza Aramesh has expanded our
consciousness of death and the body from the public spectacle of torture, towards a place which is sublime and
unreachable, where the meaning of violence has been not transformed, but rather temporarily suspended.

Reza Aramesh
b.1970, Iran
Action: 170 (2016)
Hand printed silver gelatin
51H x 61W cm
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Working across a wide range of materials and processes, Aramesh examines simultaneously the history of
Western art and contemporary commentary on the politics and history of the Middle East, concocting a unique
visual language to address the contemporary conditions of violence and bio-politics. Earlier solo exhibitions
include Ab-Abnar, Leila Heller Gallery (New York), Isabelle Van den Eynde (Dubai), among others. His work
has been showcased in many international group shows, including ICA (London), Goodman Gallery (Cape
Town), Goethe Institute Brussels, Frieze Sculpture Park, Tate Britain and most recently, “The Great Game”,
Pavilion of Iran at the 56th International Art Exhibition – La Biennale de Venezia.

The photographed plaster heads set against the idyllic landscapes of the south of England, subvert the process of
image production and memory. Based on photographic sources from journalism, they have preserved a
‘memento mori’ in the intimate form of a sculpture, yet derived from a source which is not only public but also
voyeuristic. They have been entirely dislocated from their original context, and transferred to the realm of
photography again, into fragile silver gelatin prints. In this process, Reza Aramesh has expanded our
consciousness of death and the body from the public spectacle of torture, towards a place which is sublime and
unreachable, where the meaning of violence has been not transformed, but rather temporarily suspended.

Reza Aramesh
b.1970, Iran
Action: 174 (2016)
Hand printed silver gelatin
51H x 61W cm
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Shahab Fotouhi uses sculpture, video and photography to present moments of suspension, merging the playful
and the serious. Fotouhi studied at the Städelschule in Frankfurt, Germany and his works have been exhibited in
Too Much Pollution to Demonstrate, curated by Amiel Grumberg at Apexart Gallery, New York; Ethnic
Marketing, curated by Tirdad Zolghadr at Azad Gallery, Tehran; and the Loop Art Fair, Barcelona.

Fotouhi's photographic series Establishing Shot; Interior, Night - Exterior, Day; without Antagonist and Extra consists
of four C-prints that at first glance would appear to be travel posters for Iran, in that each features a beautifully
shot image of an Iranian waterfall. Upon closer inspection, one will find the superimposition over the
photographs of a script that looks like code. The text is actually a transcription of a political debate that occurred
between two 2009 Iranian presidential campaign candidates, but with all the words removed, leaving only the
punctuation. Fotouhi satirizes the debate itself, pointing out the words exchanged to be essentially meaningless,
and potentially revealing a “watershed” moment in Iranian history.

Shahab Fotouhi
b.1980, Iran
Establishing Shot; Interior, Night - Exterior, Day;
without Antagonist and Extra (Absefid Waterfall)
(2013-2014)
Offset print
39.5H x 29.5W inches
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Shahzia Sikander is known for her richly layered and intricately detailed paintings made from graphite, ink, and
gouache on paper. She studied miniature painting in the late 1980s at the National College of Art in Lahore,
Pakistan, and her approach has been heavily influenced by the forms and techniques of Indo-Persian miniatures.
Sikander’s practice explores the concepts of “East” and “West,” and she uses traditional strategies of storytelling
and themes of popular mythology to deconstruct the postcolonial legacy of the Indo-Persian region. In 2001,
Sikander began to work in digital animation and create video works based on her drawings.

The Last Post was inspired by Sikander’s ongoing interest in the colonial history of the sub-continent and the
British opium trade with China. In this animation, layers of images, abstract forms, meaning, and metaphorical
associations slowly unfold at the same time that more visual myths are created. The identity of the protagonist, a
red-coated official, is indeterminate and suggestive of both the mercantilist policies that led to the Opium Wars
with China and the cultural authority claimed by the Company school of painting over colonial India. Though
situated in a particular historical context, The Last Post remains an open-ended narrative with infinite possible
interpretations. The work’s scope and complexity is expanded further by its sound element, which was created
by Du Yun, an artist and composer based in New York City.

 https://vimeo.com/191873868

Shahzia Sikander
b.1969, Pakistan
The Last Post (2010)
Single-channel video
10 minutes
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Taysir Batniji
b.1966, Palestine
Fathers 18 (2006)
C-print
30H x 45W cm
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Taysir Batniji
b.1966, Palestine
Fathers 27 (2006)
C-print
30H x 45W cm


